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Introduction
Whilst spending time at home during lockdown I have had the opportunity to look through back
copies of The New Bookbinder from the early 1980s when the journal was first published.
Comparing the Recent Bindings sections from the 1980s with recent volumes has been an
interesting experience. Looking through the journal year by year, styles develop gradually, but
when compared over forty years, binding design has changed immeasurably, following changes in
the fields of art and design.
With a few exceptions, designs in the early 80s were mostly abstract. Coverings were generally
pre-dyed leather with onlaid or tooled decoration. Few binders used alternative techniques or
materials, giving the Recent Bindings section a uniform feel.
Comparing that with recent volumes, the contrast is striking. Recent Bindings pages feature
figurative, organic and dynamic designs, using found images and materials. The uniform shades
of pre dyed leather are being replaced by vibrant hand dyed colours, with alternative techniques
and materials much in evidence. As designer binders we have in the past been accused of not
moving with the times, or keeping pace with developments in the world of fine and applied arts.
The current work produced by our exhibiting members highlights how far we have come and how
relevant our work is today.
This online exhibition is a new departure for Designer Bookbinders, but a necessary one at the
moment. This new way of viewing exhibitions will give us the opportunity to share our work with a
new audience who would not normally be able to visit a Designer Bookbinders exhibition. Rather
than viewing this as a disadvantage, the current restrictions are enabling our bindings to attract
interest from a new audience and promote our position in the field of applied arts.

Rachel Ward-Sale
President Designer Bookbinders

Why Art Book Craft?
For thousands of years the book, in so many formats along with historical and cultural variations
has been part of the continuing development of civilisation. The book has always reflected its
time, be it the materials used or the methods of production and use along with the methods of
creative expression employed by artisans throughout time. The modern book is no exception to
this as contemporary applied arts coexist in the book to generate a unique series of processes
that engages with all the senses. The book allows us to discover and step into new vistas, to enter
into intellectual conversation, to revisit memories and delight in the experience of the individually
made book.
Designer Bookbinders has a long and well established international exhibition portfolio with
exhibiting members recognised as leading exponents in the important field of the contemporary
book and increasingly, the art world in general. Be it the beautifully printed and illustrated book,
exquisitely designed and bound using the finest of materials or the contemporary artists’ book/
book work that explores the medium as a vehicle for creative, artistic expression and comment,
each is made with exacting, considered and continuously developing art and craft skills.
The Designer Bookbinders online summer exhibition, Art Book Craft (ABC) was conceived in
answer to the closure of exhibition spaces around the world due to Covid-19 in 2020.
ABC showcases some of the finest work in contemporary bookbinding and book arts in the world
today, all produced by Fellows and Licentiates of Designer Bookbinders, each bringing their
unique interpretation of contemporary book arts to the fore.
It is anticipated that ABC will not only be of interest to established, discerning bibliophiles and
collectors, reaffirming the allure of the contemporary book as art but also to allow a new, wider
audience the opportunity to engage with and acquire work, secure in the knowledge that they
own something unique and exceptional, that will continue to appreciate, bringing equal pleasure
for future generations.
Mark Cockram
Fellow Designer Bookbinders, Brother of The Art Workers’ Guild, Fellow Bookbinder and Special
Researcher, Shanghai

Stuart Brockman
Willow Cottage, Steventon Hill, Steventon, Abingdon, Oxon OX13 6AA
01235 831320
StuBrockman@aol.com

Title of book:					
Two Old Men
Author:					Kate Roberts
Illustrator:					
Kyffin Williams
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Gwasg Gregynog 1981
If Limited Edition give details:		
Limited to 250, out of series
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 273 x 181 x 24
Year of binding:				2020
Current provenance:				sold
Price:						

Description of binding: Louise Brockman marbled endleaves; edges of leaves gilt; laced on laminated
cushioned boards; multi-coloured double endbands; book covered in full purple Harmatan goatskin;
design applied with goatskin onlays, gold tooling and lettering. Binding housed in a velvet lined quarter
leather box.
Some of the images within the book look towards cottages within the countryside. The design is based on
reversing this to a view out of the windows onto the Welsh hillsides represented by the wavy lines.

Lester Capon
39 Barton Street, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire GL20 5PR
01684 297728
lestercapon@btinternet.com

Title of book:					
If I May Make So Bold
Author:					John Crombie
Illustrator:					
n/a
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Kickshaws Press La Charite-sur-Loire 2006
If Limited Edition give details:		
26 copies lettered A to Z, Copy P signed by the author
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 255 x 185 x 17
Year of binding:				2020
Current provenance:				sold
Price:						

Description of binding: Full light brown goatskin with multi coloured inlaid leather lines. Gold and silver
tooling. Titled in gold on onlays on spine. The coloured lines are a response to the coloured lines on each
page of the text.

Lester Capon
39 Barton Street, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire GL20 5PR
01684 297728
lestercapon@btinternet.com

Title of book:					
The Journey Of Thomas The Rhymer
Author:					Angela Lamaire
Illustrator:					Angela Lamaire
Publisher, place and date of publication:
The Old Stile Press, Llandogo 2000
If Limited Edition give details:		
219/220 signed by the artist
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 270 x 200 x 15
Year of binding:				2020
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: Bound in full red calf with hand stained panels. Inlaid coloured lines carrying the
blind tooled title. Pale blue onlays. Finnish reindeer suede doublures. Top edge graphite.

Mark Cockram
Studio 5, First Floor, The Mews, 46-52 Church Rd, Barnes SW13 0DQ
07811 615010
studio5bookarts@aol.co.uk

Title of book:					Exotic Tours
Author:					Mark Cockram
Illustrator:					Mark Cockram
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Cockram Books, Studio 5, London 2017
If Limited Edition give details:		
Unique Artists’ Book
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 191 x 207 x 10
Year of binding:				2017
Current provenance:				sold
Price:						

Description of binding: Exotic Tours... Half remembered fragments of art tours. Shadows of lost icons, the
cult of the selfie. “..like great standing curtains on the eve of a major exhibition... online... cult... celebrity...
the last portrait...”
Hand dyed/coloured book cloth, collage text, hand printing, photo copies, resist work, stencil work,
collage, gathered text from various sources along with mixed media. Full edge decoration.
Modified flat back binding, drum leaf text block with laminated board/text block attachment.

Mark Cockram
Studio 5, First Floor, The Mews, 46-52 Church Rd, Barnes SW13 0DQ
07811 615010
studio5bookarts@aol.co.uk

Title of book:					
A Clockwork Orange
Author:					Anthony Burgess
Illustrator:					
n/a
Publisher, place and date of publication:
William Heinemann Ltd.
If Limited Edition give details:		
London Reprint 1970, signed plate to front
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 201 x 135 x 25
Year of binding:				2017
Current provenance:				sold
Price:						

Description of binding: A Bradel Binding with double and single board work. Hand coloured and dyed
leather, mixed media, hand tooling, collage etc. Full edge decoration, hand sewn end bands, leather
jointed end papers with edge to edge doublures.
’It is a horror story, which will either make you smeck like bezoomny or bring the old tears to your glazes.’
A visceral response to a seminal work by Anthony Burgess.

Mark Cockram
Studio 5, First Floor, The Mews, 46-52 Church Rd, Barnes SW13 0DQ
07811 615010
studio5bookarts@aol.co.uk

Title of book:					
Sir Patrick Spens and Other Ballads
Author:					Various
Illustrator:					Jane Lydbury
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Folio Society, London 1994
If Limited Edition give details:		
Unique Design Binding
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 110 x 80 x 14
Year of binding:				2008
Current provenance:				sold
Price:						

Description of binding: The main ballad is of a sad tale of a sea captain who leaves the shores of Scotland.
The King of Scotland asks the best sailor in the Kingdom (Sir Patrick Spens) to sail a ship to Norway to bring
home the Maid of Norway, a seven year old Princess. However, on the return journey the ship is engulfed
by a storm. The ship, with all hands, sinks.
The boards become sails, with golden flags of pageantry and pomp. Freezing, crashing waves flood the
end papers and doublures. A fixed back board binding. Leather, hand coloured paper, leather jointed hand
decorated end papers and edge to edge doublures. Mosaic cold gold work, full edge decoration.

Mark Cockram
Studio 5, First Floor, The Mews, 46-52 Church Rd, Barnes SW13 0DQ
07811 615010
studio5bookarts@aol.co.uk

Title of book:					Revolution Evolution
Author:					Mark Cockram
Illustrator:					Mark Cockram
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Cockram Books, Studio 5, London 2018
If Limited Edition give details:		
Unique Artists’ Book
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 175 x 250 x 10
Year of binding:				2018
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: “.. In short, an evolutionary philosophy can at best give us nothing more than a
collection of separate evolutionary theories applicable to different parts of the world.”
Hand dyed/coloured leather, book cloth, artists’ canvas, modelling clay, collage text, hand printing,
photocopies, resist work, stencil work, collage, gathered text from various sources in English and French.
Full edge decoration. Modified flat back binding, drum leaf text block with laminated board/text block
attachment.

Eri Funazaki
87 Victoria Road, Bromley, Kent BR2 9PL
07930 601930
erifunazaki@yahoo.com
Title of book:					A War of Pieces				
Author:					Danny Flynn				
Illustrator:					Eri Funazaki
Publisher, place and date of publication:
F & F, London 2014
If Limited Edition give details:		
3/5
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 237 x 143 x 21
Year of binding:				2016
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details
Description of binding: Bound in a maroon coloured full mulberry goat skin, the cover design shows
bowler hats arranged in an ordered instillation with the exception of one bowler which has been replaced
for a Viking horned helmet, all of which have been letterpress printed in white ink onto black leather
(back-pared onlays.) The text block was sewn onto a stub and attached to a full leather case with a fray not
and leather joint. The text comprises an A – Z list of collective nouns letterpress printed and handset in
14pt Baskerville metal type and takes on the style of an annoyance of delinquent cinquain stanzas
addressing madness, money and mediocrity. Each title is accompanied with a two colour screen-printed
illustration, which contains a repetitive image wallpapered over the entire page adjacent to the text page
again with one change of detail hidden within the illustrated pattern.
The book is housed in a full grey leather lift off lid box resembling a heavy looking Brutalist concrete bunker
which has leather black line that forms a grid work containing small recessed onlays of black leather squares
onto which each letter of the title has been tooled in gold.

Eri Funazaki
87 Victoria Road, Bromley, Kent BR2 9PL
07930 601930
erifunazaki@yahoo.com
Title of book:					Unnecessaries			
Author:					Danny Flynn				
Illustrator:					Eri Funazaki
Publisher, place and date of publication:
F & F, London 2017
If Limited Edition give details:		
2/5
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 113 x 258 x 19
Year of binding:				2020
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details
Description of binding: Handset in 14pt  Baskerville metal type the text expresses an individual’s
resignation after disappointing events had occurred, and was inspired by the Russian poet Daniil Kharms’
‘Incidences’ writings. The illustrations were printed by letterpress from zinc plates and finished with gold
leaf and blind tooling. The binding is covered in fair goat skin. The cover images of planets were printed
by letterpress and laminated with vellum then onlayed into the recessed areas while the planet’s charted
trajectories are depicted by carbon tooled or leather onlay dotted lines and the title, stars and sunrays were
all hand tooled using gold leaf. The top edge is sprinkled with gold leaf. The paper doublures and flyleaves
have images printed in letterpress and were hand tooled with carbon and gold. In the text block the
illustrations depict a universe beyond ourselves as planets are taken out of their orbits and either stacked
one on top of another, scattered like marbles or grouped together like atoms which invokes a time we
knew less about invisible forces and were more prone to fantasize over the unknown.
The work leaps across the defined border between traditional fine design binding and contemporary
artists’ books, and then leaps back again.

Jenni Grey
26 St Lukes Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN2 9ZD
01273 693139
jennigrey@btinternet.com

Title of book:					The Utter Mystery				
Author:					John Crombie
Illustrator:					
n/a
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Kickshaws Press, Paris 2000
If Limited Edition give details:		
38/60
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 155 x 145 x 20
Year of binding:				2018
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: Covered in grey suede with couched cordé, freestyle soutache and freshwater
pearls. Pink mingei paper doublures with tooled dots and drawn lines. Lacewood box with inset panel of
inlaid veneer and brass fixtures.

Kate Holland
Court Farm, Court Lane, Corsley, Warminster BA12 7PA
07960 754826
katehollandbookbinder@gmail.com

Title of book:					
Wine from my Garden
Author:					Miriam Macgregor
Illustrator:					
Miriam Macgregor (14 hand coloured woodcut illustrations)
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Lorson’s Books & Prints and Whittington Press 2000
If Limited Edition give details:		
76/200
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 60 x 53 x 9
Year of binding:				2020
Current provenance:				sold
Price:						

Description of binding: Full fair goatskin eco dyed with blackberries, blackberry pips hand tooled in 23c
gold where they fell. Stub binding sewn on stubs of Heritage Bookwhite 160gsm eco dyed with alpine
strawberries and blackberries, endpapers eco dyed and eco printed with dog roses and blackberries, edges
eco dyed with blackberries, endbands hand sewn with apple green silk.

Angela James
The Applegarth, Osmotherley, North Yorkshire DL6 3AF
01609 883224
angelajamesbooks@aol.com

Title of book:					
A Bookbinders’ Florilegium
Author:					Various
Illustrator:					
n/a
Publisher, place and date of publication:
The Humanities Research Center, Texas, USA 1998
If Limited Edition give details: 		
140 copies printed
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 208 x 170 x 34
Year of binding: 				
2020
Current provenance: 				sold
Price:						

Description of binding: Printed flyleaves, leather joints. Covered in natural calf airbrushed grey with a resist
design. Onlaid lines of black and red goatskin. Foil tooling and lettering in Gold Leaf. Red Goatskin
doublures with onlaid lines. Housed in a drop-back box covered with grey linen buckram and lined with
grey suede.

Angela James
The Applegarth, Osmotherley, North Yorkshire DL6 3AF
01609 883224
angelajamesbooks@aol.com

Title of book:					
Folk Tales And Fairy Stories From India
Author:					
Selected by Sudhin N. Ghose
Illustrator:					
Shrimati E. Carlile
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Golden Cockerel Press, London 1961
If Limited Edition give details: 		
421/500
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 320 x 200 x 30
Year of binding: 				
2017
Current provenance: 				
With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: Hand-drawn and coloured flyleaves. Yellow airbrushed goatskin with
hand-drawn and airbrushed back-pared onlays and printed onlay. Gold tooling. Airbrushed cobalt blue calf
doublures, back-pared onlays of gold leaf and drawn image.
Design based on traditional Indian textiles as a metaphor of the way folk tales are woven into the fabric of
life and passed on through generations.

Midori Kunikata-Cockram
n/a
n/a
jadebookbinding@aol.jp

Title of book:					The Island				
Author:					Geert Mak				
Illustrator:					Max Kisman			
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Stichting Handboekbinden 2016
If Limited Edition give details:		
n/a		
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 76 x 58 x 16
Year of binding:				2020			
Current provenance:				sold
Price:									

Description of binding: The International Miniature Bookbinding Competition was held in The Hague,
Netherlands in 2017 with all applicants receiving 3 unbound copies of the “The Island” for the competition.
I bound the one for the competition with the second book bound at almost same time and later exhibited
in the UK. These two books are identically the same in design. This is the third book. Design elements of
this binding is the state for cleaning the island which is same as other two books. However, I reversed the
cover design and the endpaper design.

Kaori Maki
54 Hannay House, 23 Scott Avenue, London SW15 3PD
07913 085043
kaorimakijpcom@gmail.com

Title of book:					Sundrie Pieces							
Author:					George Herbert						
Illustrator:					Sarah Van Niekerk						
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Gwasg Gregynog 2003
If Limited Edition give details:		
153		
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 318 x 123 x 30
Year of binding:				2018		
Current provenance:				sold
Price:									

Description of binding: This selection of poems by George Herbert spans his lifetime. I wanted my design
to convey his stream of thought throughout the years. My design hints at this sense of movement and
change throughout the passage of time and how the verse captures this. The cover is in purple leather with
back pair onlay and cushion onlay techniques. The endpapers and edge colouring are mono-printed.

Lori Sauer
Hazel Bank, Beechingstoke, Pewsey SN9 6HL
01672 851638
beechingstoke@gmail.com

Title of book:					
Water - A Selection of Poems
Author:					Various
Illustrator:					Various
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Incline Press, Oldham 2007
If Limited Edition give details:		
Edition made specially for Designer Bookbinders and the
						
first International Competition
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 262 x 207 x 20
Year of binding:				2008
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: A stub binding with Fabriano Roma endpapers, bound in Vellum. A pattern of
circles is pressed into the vellum over a grid done in pencil. Dyed circles are inlaid in a vertical line on the
front. Unbound prints are contained in a folder. The binding is in a clam shell box and both folder and box
are in a slipcase.

Rachel Ward-Sale
Unit 12, Star Brewery, Castle Ditch Lane, Lewes, E. Sussex BN7 1YJ
01273 486718
rachel@bookbindersoflewes.co.uk

Title of book:					Orlando
Author:					Virginia Woolf
Illustrator:					
n/a
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Hogarth Press
If Limited Edition give details:		
1st edition
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 220 x 140 x 30
Year of binding:				2013
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: Bound with double board construction covered in impressed alum tawed goatskin
with impressed paper doublures. The design of the binding, based on 15th century stamped bindings, has
been executed by impressing panels of vintage lace into the leather before covering.

Rachel Ward-Sale
Unit 12, Star Brewery, Castle Ditch Lane, Lewes, E. Sussex BN7 1YJ
01273 486718
rachel@bookbindersoflewes.co.uk

Title of book:					
The Abstract Garden
Author:					Philip Goss
Illustrator:					Peter Reddick
Publisher, place and date of publication:
The Old Stile Press
If Limited Edition give details:		
164/200
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 265 x 192 x 15
Year of binding:				2011
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: Bound with double boards and a separate spine the spine has been covered in
two parts with impressed and sanded dark brown calf. The boards are covered in impressed and sanded
light brown calf with a central panel of dark vellum. Wooden triangles attach a sewn on leather strap to the
boards. The doublures are dark brown impressed and sanded calf with a central panel of decorative
handmade paper onlaid with leather triangles. The top edge has been coloured brown and the double
core endbands are sewn with brown silk. The book is illustrated with very striking black and white wood
engravings. Rather than trying to emulate the illustrations, my design reflects the shapes and marks of
engraving tools.

Richard Beadsmoore
40 Lynton Avenue, West Ealing, London W13 0EB
07711913469
beady.1@virginmedia.com

Title of book:					
The History of Tommy and Harry
Author: 					
n/a
Illustrator:					
An English chapbook circa. 1830
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Printed by J. Kendrew, Colliergate, York UK
If Limited Edition give details:		
n/a
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 110 x 80 x 10
Year of binding:				2018
Current provenance:				sold
Price:			 			

Description of binding: A non-adhesive binding in slate veneer secured by four 18 carat gold staples. The
endpapers are a light & dark-blue Moriki Kozo handmade Japanese paper and light brown Rushcombe Mill
handmade paper. This is a moralizing tale of two brothers. Tommy is obedient to his parents, works hard
and has loyal friends, unlike Harry who is idle and sinful. When they grow up Tommy becomes a successful
business man but Harry falls amongst thieves, is condemned to prison but escapes by ship. However, he is
shipwrecked on the Barbary Coast and is eaten by wild animals. A lesson to us all! Although of course
no-one is either completely good or completely bad. Exhibited at the Salon des Livres Rare, Grand Palais,
Paris, 2018. A copy belonging to McGill University, Toronto, Canada has been digitised.

Richard Beadsmoore
40 Lynton Avenue, West Ealing, London W13 0EB
07711913469
beady.1@virginmedia.com

Title of book:					
The Revelation of Saint John the Divine
Author: 					
n/a
Illustrator:					
12 drawings by Frances Clayton
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Faber and Faber Ltd, London 1931
If Limited Edition give details:		
n/a
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 265 x 165 x 25
Year of binding:				2019
Current provenance:				sold
Price:			 					

Description of binding: Bound on asymmetric boards in black goatskin with exposed core endbands. The
endpapers and doublures are printed with added acrylic paint and collage. The design is based on The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse with four panels symbolizing pestilence, famine, war, and death.
Materials used include snakeskin, fish skin, vellum, eggshell, wood, locust wings, ball bearings, and 23.5
carat gold leaf.

Glenn Malkin
Woodlands, Football Green, Hornsea, East Yorkshire HU18 1RA
07972 648001
glenn@glennmalkin.com

Title of book:					
The Fall of The House of Usher
Author:					Edgar Allen Poe
Illustrator:					Alexandre Alexeieff
Publisher, place and date of publication:
The Halcyon Press, Maastricht 1930
If Limited Edition give details:		
269/325
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 255 x 200 x 25
Year of binding:				2017
Current provenance:				sold
Price:						

Description of binding: The book is sewn onto four linen tapes and bound in full black goat leather with
recessed red leather under layer revealed on the spine. The leather has raised features, lightly sanded and
scuffed to reveal hints of colour and it is tooled with the author and title in red foil. The lower red circle
across the spine is decorated with craquelle detail. There are double hand-sewn silk endbands in black and
red and the book edges are decorated with acrylic. The endpapers are made with suede splits and there
are edge-to-edge black leather doublures. The design represents the crumbling masonry as the house
tumbles into the tarn which in turn reflects the blood-red moon. This edition of Poe’s classic Gothic horror
has seventy pages and ten aquatint illustrations all with original glassine protective sheets. The pages are in
superb condition. Protected by a simple bespoke cloth covered drop-back box with title to the front.

Glenn Malkin
Woodlands, Football Green, Hornsea, East Yorkshire HU18 1RA
07972 648001
glenn@glennmalkin.com
Title of book:					Wrenching Times
Author:					
Walt Whitman, selected by M Wynn Thomas
Illustrator:					Gaylord Schanilec
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Gwasg Gregynog, Powys 1991
If Limited Edition give details: 		
Number 296 of 450
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 347 x 242 x 22
Year of binding:				2017
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details
Description of binding: The book is sewn onto five linen tapes and bound in a three-part structure with
red goat leather to the spine and grey and blue goat to the boards, lightly airbrushed. There is a recessed
red leather feature across each board and a back-pared onlaid moon on the front board in pale blue goat
leather. There are multiple inlaid strips of leather on both boards decorated with multiple coloured foils.
The authors name is tooled on the spine in gold. The endpapers are made with red suede and the
doublures are hand-dyed cloth, bordered to the edges with red goat leather. Endbands are hand sewn in
red and white whilst the head and tail edges are lightly decorated with rough-printed lines and sprinkled
gold leaf. The fore-edge is deckled. Inspired by the poem ‘Look Down Fair Moon’, the design shows the
moon above the battlefield, the lines representing the corpses of the dead indistinguishable from each
other. The two primary colours on the boards reflect the grey and blue colours of the Unionist and
Confederate uniforms. The blood red line between them, stretching across the binding, is the boundary
between the northern and southern states in the conflict.

Glenn Malkin
Woodlands, Football Green, Hornsea, East Yorkshire HU18 1RA
07972 648001
glenn@glennmalkin.com
Title of book:					
The Collected Stories of Nikolai Gogol
Author:					Translated by Constance Garnett
Illustrator:					Peter Suart
Publisher, place and date of publication:
The Folio Society, London 2009
If Limited Edition give details: 		
n/a
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 235 x 165 x 45
Year of binding:				2010
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details
Description of binding: Sewn on four linen tapes and bound in rough natural goat, airbrushed, distressed
and hand painted in acrylics over goat covered boards. Distressed paper label to the spine. Full brown goat
leather doublures and joints with suede made-endpapers. Hand-sewn double silk endbands. The edges are
decorated with acrylics. The binding is presented in a bespoke suede-lined drop-back box with a printed
title label. The binding was inspired by a single line in one of Gogol’s stories referring to the crumbling
plaster of the buildings. This also metaphorically seems to represent the harsh reality of society depicted in
many of the stories.

Gillian Stewart
Juju Books, Rogart Street Campus, 4 Rogart Street, Glasgow G40 2AA
07704 964143
hi@jujubooks.co.uk

Title of book:					
The Illustrated Man
Author:					Ray Bradbury
Illustrator:					Mark Burkhardt
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Folio Society, London 2017
If Limited Edition give details:		
n/a
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 238 x 161 x 35
Year of binding:				2018
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: Full leather binding with linen joint. Hand dyed Hewit’s fair goat on covering
leather and doublure. Hand dyed, tooled and printed back-pared onlays on covering leather and doublure.
All edge gradient decoration of acrylic ink, then tooled blind and with foil. Hand sewn silk endbands, with
colours hand dyed. Leather jointed endpapers, hand painted with acrylic ink and tooled.
Taking as a starting point the speed of technological progress at the expense of our humanity, the design
works with the motif of the circle as metaphor for wholeness, becoming fragmented and disjointed. With
colours lifted partially from the plates inside the text and then saturated to bring to mind nuclear sunsets
and endless space.

Gillian Stewart
Juju Books, Rogart Street Campus, 4 Rogart Street, Glasgow G40 2AA
07704 964143
hi@jujubooks.co.uk

Title of book:					
The Long Journey
Author:					Robert Louis Stevenson
Illustrator:					Robin Mackenzie
Publisher, place and date of publication:
Incline Press, Oldham 2014
If Limited Edition give details:		
n/a
Size of book - height, width, depth in mm: 280 x 180 x 10
Year of binding: 				
2019
Current provenance:				With binder
Price:						Contact binder for details

Description of binding: Bradel structure. Spine of craquelure dyed fair goat. Boards of watercolour painting
and hand dyed goat edges, and tooled in gold foil. Leather jointed endpapers. Water colour painted and
gold tooled paper doublures. Top edge decoration of graphite and blind tooling.
The Long Journey compiles works from the author that follow the narrative of the journey of life. With this
in mind, the design references birds in flight, ovum and wholeness.
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Designer Bookbinders gratefully acknowledge the contribution in the compilation of this
directory of work from the exhibiting members included in this publication.
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Richard Beadsmoore
Joanna Bird
Sarah Burnett-Moore
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Stephen Conway
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Troy Moore
Lori Sauer
And the kind help of Designer Bookbinders Secretary, Wendy Hood.

Editorial & Design: Mark Cockram and Troy Moore
Set in Avenir, various point size - light, book, medium, black and heavy

Terms and Conditions
Payment is due on order via bank transfer or sterling cheque (details on request). The cost of shipping to mainland UK
is included in the given price. Overseas shipping costs are the responsibility of the buyer, including any local customs/
tax payable. Please contact the binder directly with any questions or for more information.
All Fellows and Licentiates are fully responsible for the normal practice of safe delivery, costs and insurance to be
agreed with the customer. Designer Bookbinders will not get involved in any disputes emerging from any sales,
insurance issues, misrepresentation or condition of receipt of any books or other materials.
This is solely the responsibility between the binder and customer.
Please contact binder for more images.
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